
I was born and raised with horses. It’s just second nature to me. I’ve always been able to pick out, train, 

fix issues on my own. In my own personal world, I had never dealt with people who didn’t know about 

horses. Several years ago, when we moved to the home we are in now, the neighbor girls started coming 

over for visits. At that time, I had all my old retired horses they started learning to ride. Through a few 

purchases of horses for them and the flips and tricks of horse traders, I quickly became accustomed to 

the nightmare situations people can get themselves into being green! One particular horse happened to 

be a pony it was a runaway, a bully, would rear, every horse mom’s worst nightmare. I started comparing 

that pony to our own that we had bought for my daughter when she was three. His name was Dynamite, 

and he was 32 inches of perfect. The kids that we bought him from did a program somewhat like ours 

where everything that man told us, was exactly what he was! I had looked at another pony for my son 

again the honesty was 100%! I saw videos and videos of these ponies in different environments doing 

different things on different days. No other program I could find would provide that!  

Inspired by the videos and honesty of our previous experience, I decided to take it a step further. When 

we created the Restless Ranch Ponies program, we started to record our ponies live, because I want 

people to see these ponies 100% transparent! The kids in our program are committed and backed by lots 

of family support to put in the time and give the public honest broke ponies!  

Some of the ponies we bring into the program have never been touched, others are problem ponies that 

need fixed. During our season with these ponies, they are messed with and ridden every single day! Lots 

of wet saddle blankets, desensitizing to a whole new level, the list goes on and on. We try to take and put 

these ponies in any situation that I can think anybody else might put them in! We want your children safe! 

I don’t want a parent’s nightmare to be because of us. I want each and every person to have that perfect 

confidence building experience for their child! And we understand a lot of people have never been around 

horses or don’t have the time to put into a pony to get it where it needs to, but we do!  

Another feature of the Restless Ranch Ponies is our online auction. We post all the videos, pictures and 

information about the pony well in advance on the website and social media to give clients the chance to 

learn and ask questions about the pony. We also welcome people to come check them out in person. 

Once we feel the pony has had adequate time to be advertised and viewed, we do a live auction at 

www.RestlessRanchPonies.com.  

Please check out the Restless Ranch Ponies Facebook page and visit our website to view our ponies and 

learn more about our program. We hope to gain your trust and create lifelong clients! 

http://www.restlessranchponies.com/

